Safe as Houses
Fire Risk Assessments and Business Continuity
Advice
Our pragmatic approach to fire risk
assessments and business continuity
advice has benefited building owners
and occupiers in both the public and
private sectors. We deliver customised
reports and propose prioritised action
plans that can save our clients from
paying excessive insurance premiums,
prosecution from the authorities, and
from the damage and disruption
caused by fire.
Risk may be defined as ‘uncertainty of outcome’,
whether positive opportunity or negative impact,
and is the product of the likelihood and
consequence of uncertain events. While every
project or operation involves some amount of
risk, good risk management helps to reduce loss
and more importantly, builds the confidence for
innovation.
Over the last 15 years, the need for a variety of
risk assessment and evaluation techniques has
grown in the UK, very often in response to legal
and regulatory requirements. In October 2006,
the UK Government introduced the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order (RRO), which has
resulted in a change of focus with regard to fire
protection, whilst simultaneously simplifying the
legislative framework. A number of existing laws

have also been repealed by this Order. The main
effect of the RRO is a move towards greater
emphasis on fire prevention in all non-domestic
premises, including the voluntary sector and selfemployed people with premises separate from
their homes. Fire certificates which were
previously required have been abolished, and
cease to have legal status.
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order
applies in England and Wales (Northern Ireland
and Scotland have their own laws). The
responsibility for compliance with its
requirements rests with the 'responsible person',
who has a duty to carry out, or arrange to be
carried out a ‘suitable and sufficient’ fire risk
assessment. The fire risk assessment must focus
on safety in case of fire of all 'relevant persons'
and will assist in identifying risks that can be
removed or reduced; further, to decide the nature
and extent of the general fire precautions
required to protect people against the fire risks
that remain.
A series of guides have been produced in order
to assist those preparing fire risk assessments;
these give detailed information on risk
assessments and other issues.
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The Government has published the following
series of RRO guides:



Off-site data backup



Equipment and computer replacement



Replacement of stock goods and assets



Offices & Shops



Staff relocation



Premises providing Sleeping Accommodation



Off-site file storage and recovery



Residential Care premises



Small and Medium Places of Assembly



Large Places of Assembly



Factories and Warehouses



Theatres and Cinemas



Educational Premises



Healthcare Premises (responsibility of the
Department of Health)



Transport Premises & Facilities



Open Air Events and venues



Animal premises and stables

Mosen’s fire safety engineers have a wealth of
experience in fire safety risk assessment and can
fulfil the role of the ‘competent person’ required
to undertake a reliable risk assessment under the
new regulatory framework. Our team have
conducted a number of qualitative and
quantitative fire risk assessments on diverse
premises, and are able to professionally assess,
and report on, fire risks as determined by on-site
inspections, liaison with clients and other
affected persons and the appraisal of
documentation, plans and specifications of the
property concerned.

Business Continuity
A Business Continuity Plan (BCP) can save your
business from being one of the 20% of fire-damaged
businesses that fail to recover. A BCP deals with
every aspect of securing your business, your staff and
your assets in the event of fire, flood or other
disasters. A good BCP covers details such as:


We can prepare a BCP for your business in
accordance with British Standard BS 25999, so you
can demonstrate your compliance with best practice,
and ensure that a disaster will not lead to business
failure.

Clients
Mosen’s clients include:


Public sector organisations such as schools and
colleges;



Voluntary and charity organisations such as
hospices;



Private sector businesses such as City of London
banks;



Infrastructure designers and operators for tunnels,
railways and stations;



Industrial and process providers.

We are thus able to provide fire risk assessments and
business continuity advice for a very wide range of
clients.
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